Genocide: Great Crimes Against Christianity Pt. 1

After the Ottoman Empire fell at the end of World War I, it only made sense to finally
return the city of Istanbul (formerly known as Constantinople to the Christians of the Greece
and the Eastern Roman Empire) to the nation of Greece. The Hagia Sophia was the St.
Peters/Vatican of Eastern Orthodox Christianity and perhaps the most impressive architectural
accomplishment of all time. It was the first time ever a dome was built upon four square walls.
While still impressively standing today, and the
fact that it was built back in the 6th century,
makes this building the most remarkable
architectural accomplishment in the world to
many of its admires. Most notably, the fact
that Istanbul lies on the land west of the
Bosphorus Straight (the Greek side), and the
remainder of Turkey lies on the land to the
east, only makes sense for this land to belong
to Greece.

Was not Greece allied with the West? Allied with the (Christian) nations who won the
war? Well, considering the Western powers to be Christian nations is far from true, despite
their general populace comprising a large Christian percentage. The true power which emerged
from WWI was the World Zionist Congress who sent 110 representatives to the signing of the
Treaty of Versaille; by far the largest
representation. Furthermore, these same
Jewish powers, headed by the Rothschild
family (owners of the Bank of England)
and other International bankers,
implemented
Communism/Zionism/Marxism in Russia
during the year of 1917. Following the
institution of the new Russian
government headed by the all-Jewish
Bolsheviks, a massive genocide against
Christians was commenced. Over 200,000
church clergy, including almost every

Priest in Russia was either crucified, tortured to death, or sent to a Gulag camp where there to
they’d eventually perish.

Eventually, the ruined Russian economy and
workforce would be built-up by none other than Wall
Street bankers which transformed Russia into the
industrial powerhouse required to defeat the Nazis in
WWII. This was followed by the genocide of Christian in
almost every Eastern European nation. Henceforth, at the
ending of WWI, the world Jewish community, now in
control of Communist Russia and the National Banks of
the Western countries, were doing everything they could
to eliminate Christianity. Subsequently, Constantinople
would remain in Turkish hands. They would prevent the
Hagia Sophia, the capital of Greek/Eastern Orthodox
Christianity, from being reunited with Greek Christians.
Sure, the Western nations were more aligned with
Vatican City and the Pope than with the head Patriarch of
Constantinople who was presently forced (and still does) to reside in a small run-down building
in close proximity to the Hagia Sophia. Nevertheless, this is a disgusting example of Western
powers not defending other Christian peoples.
Not to mention, the Greek Genocide would now be commenced as Greek Christian were
either rooted from their homes or simply murder in the lands now called Turkey, the former
Anatolia where Christians lived in peace for many centuries, even millennia. Furthermore, have
you ever noticed the official term regularly utilized is the Greek Genocide? How come it’s never
referred to as a Christian Genocide, because this was truly what it was? Let’s call it the Greek
Christian Genocide.
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